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Abstract

  

The article is a biographical study of life and work of Mikhail Mikhaylovich Espekho, son of
Miguel Espekho, descendant of an old Spanish noble family. Members of this family were
known since the days of conquistadors; in modern times they were among the leaders of the
Granada Falange. However, life story of the Espekhos who entered in the Russian service
remains unwritten or contains numerous factual errors, which proves the significance of the
article. Drawing on a vast array of archival documents and on contemporaries’ memoirs, the
article offers the first study of life and work of Mikhail Mikhaylovich Espekho, descendant of a
young Spaniard in Russian service, the last prot?g? of Augustin de Betancourt. A distinguishing
feature of the article is the use of data obtained from the locals of village Glebovka, former
manor of the Espekho estate. The article covers the period from 1847 to 1917. It focuses on
identification of  duty and family connections of M. M. Espekho, and his circle. As life and
service M. M. Espekho, member of the Chevalier Guard regiment, landlord, magistrate and
deputy of Chembersky uezd nobility, moved in company of aristocracy, scientists, statesmen, it
is of interest for studying the Russian history. The author underscores the necessity of further
research of his family connections (through his wife) with the Lermontovs, (through his mother’s
siter) with the general A.I. Brevern (presiding judge on Dantes-Gekkern trial). The significance
of this biographic research in connected with immersion of M. M. Espekho’s destiny in the
Russian history.
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